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One day Deeo and
neeo were at the
park playing balll
when they looked up
and saw sofie the
flying banana and
said "hi". The cloud
was resting on his
bed.
Written & illustrated
by Noa

"Mother's Day"

by Joshua

"Colorland"

by Lola
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PESACH MESSAGE
We are slowly starting to come out of our third national
lockdown, as the metaphorical and physical walls
around us, our various Egypts, our narrow places,
hopefully ease — whether that be because we can
imagine now when we can hug our loved ones again, or
simply because the seasons are turning, and the days
are getting brighter and longer.

rejoice in the small liberations and renewals
we may find over the next few months.

I want to offer us this hope right now: one of
the central messages of Pesach. And oh how
we need it this year. And the hope that Pesach
offers us in moments when we can perhaps
most despair is just this: a reminder that
injustice and suffering are part of this world —
as they were in Egypt — but so too are
moments of liberation and optimism about the
future.

And I hope that Kehillah can be a part of that
for each one of us. We have a lot going on in
our Kehillah — wonderful upcoming guest
speakers (on Israel and Jewish folklore) in
our Wednesday evening adult education: our
young people gathering in person again in
Cheder; our Chesed care team’s mutual aid
for each other; our Tefilah prayer group’s
continued trips to other communities to
experience their spirituality; our racial and
climate justice groups learning and pushing
us to grow and change; our prayer and
singing at Shabbats and festivals, or the
other wonderful things going on in the
community. And please be in touch with me
on 0203 951 8113 or
RabbiLeah@kehillah.org.uk any time you’d
like to speak or to get involved.

That is why the Pesach seder is so central to
the Jewish story — why it is perhaps the most
kept ritual, across the board, in the Jewish
community.
So in preparation for our own cautious, slow
liberation to community life in our shared space
in Stoke Newington, we are in the midst (as
you’ll read and see elsewhere in this
newsletter) of creating a new ark for our Torah
scrolls, and we are hanging a new curtain in
our beautifully renovated Community Rooms.
And soon, our two Torah scrolls will have
matching new robes. Just as these things are
being refreshed and renewed, I hope for all of
us that we can shake off a little of the fear and
isolation and narrowness of this past year, and
use this Passover moment to
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Chag Pesach Sameach. May this Passover
be one of hope.
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NOTE FROM THE CHAIR
I think I share the sentiment of many in Kehillah
North London that never have I been more excited
to see longer days, the daffodils blooming and a
little bit of sunshine, than this spring after a winter
that has felt so long. Difficult it may have been, yet
we have had many successes and sparks of growth
both within the community and in our relationships
with our neighbours around us.

you to everyone that donated so generously.

I am well aware that not everyone has an easy
relationship with organised religious
community. Certainly there is a long history of
people feeling friction between their religious,
political, and personal lives, with painful
experiences of not being fully accepted in the
various spheres and domains in which they live
out their lives. At Kehillah, however, we strive
to do the opposite – the intersection between
different areas of our lives can be embraced,
releasing great energy and real opportunities
for exploration and change.

Underneath all that energy, of course, are the
building blocks that make everything happen
– the Ba’al Tefillah [service leadership] team,
the newly establishing Chesed care team, the
racial justice and climate justice groups, the
fundraising team, the youth education team,
the management committee and many other
groups that are helping with the building and
running of the community. It is quite
something when taking into account our
small size!

Looking back over the six months since our
last newsletter, there have been plenty of times
when we’ve managed to do this. We have,
under the leadership of Rabbi Leah, marked
Black History Month; had a climate justice
Shabbat; held meetings with our local
councillors; expanded our youth programme;
had a brilliantly fun, drag-themed Purim spiel,
and of course had the rhythm of our regular
Shabbat and festival services underpinning all
of our activities.

Please do get in touch if you would like to be
involved in any of these groups, or if you
have other ideas that you would like to take
forward.
There is much to look forward to in the
coming months, with several Bnei Mitzvah
and a camping weekend on 9th/10th July.
In the meantime, I wish everyone a Chag
Pesach Sameach – may the coming year be
more free and more liberated, for us, for our
communities and for the wider world.

We’ve also had our most successful ever
Tzedakah appeal, raising twice the amount that
we normally raise for both our own community
and for Sistah Space, our chosen charity. I’d
like to offer a huge thank

Robert Freudenthal
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UPWARDS

ONWARDS

Kehillah has always responded to circumstances with
optimism and action. The past few years have been no
exception, as we worked with St Mary’s, Stoke Newington
(our long term home) to support their refurbishment project,
and adapted to successive lockdowns.
In 2017, we persuaded St Mary’s to incorporate a big curtain into the design, for privacy
when needed. The North London Progressive Synagogue Trust agreed to fund it.
In 2018, a member decided to honour a deceased parent with a substantial donation for
new Torah mantles.
In 2019, we moved out of St Mary’s. For reasons of space, we had to let go of our old
mobile Torah ark. As we packed, we couldn’t help noticing what a sorry state many of our
books were in.
In 2020, our move back into the completed and renamed St Mary’s Centre was delayed
from April till December. We had our first go at creating hybrid services and found it more
challenging than we’d anticipated.

This year, as lockdown began to relax, we
focused first on the technical aspects,
including training up more people so it
doesn’t all fall to Omar. Now, we are
beginning to learn the logistics of having
actual congregants at the service! We plan to
continue with hybrid services in the postpandemic future, with Zoom as our medium
of choice, so that online participants can see
each other and chat. Cheder will continue on
Zoom, and the Management Committee is
reviewing things frequently in order to
respond to changes.

hopes to begin work on the project towards
the end of 2021.
And Ema, with input from fellow-architect
Solomon, has created a design for a new ark,
which will, excitingly, include a series of tiles
painted by community members. We will
apply to NLPS for funding and hope to
commission it soon.
And, again with an NLPS Trust grant, we
have bought multiple copies of a
Hebrew/English Tanakh (Jewish bible) to
replace our battered old chumashim (bilingual volumes of the five books of Moses).

After meeting with Rev. Dilly (Rector of St
Mary’s), we are almost ready to order the
long-awaited curtain, having had a couple of
quotes from local firms.

So we will, bit by bit, be refreshed and
renewed with new books, ark, mantles and
curtain. All we need now is the people – may
it be speedily and in our days!

We’ve found a wonderful and very busy
designer/maker for the Torah mantles, who

Robin Samson
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A NEW ARK

IN THE MAKING

Last September, I read in Kehillah’s Rosh
Hashanah’s newsletter that the community
was looking for volunteers. A few weeks later
I wrote to Robert [our chair] saying that I
would like to offer my skills to do something
creative. The time was right to start with the
collaborative design of the new Ark.
It was a cold winter afternoon, sometime in
November, when Rabbi Leah, Robert, Robin,
Solomon and I got together online to
brainstorm on the wonders of Kehillah’s Ark
to-be.
We shared drawings, ideas and suggestions
and agreed on a modular concept for the
design of the Ark because it has to be
portable and stored away.
The unit will be made of three main parts two scroll boxes and one stand.
Each scroll will be kept in its own box. The
boxes will be put on top of the stand during
services and opened up to display the scrolls.
They will then be stored away inside the
stand and wheeled away to the cupboard,
where they will remain when not in use.
The internal face of each box is made of
Perspex with triangular shapes to represent
the Ner Tamid (eternal light). Each scroll box
will be lined with Perspex tiles - which will be
decorated by Kehillah members an allusion to the Mishkan, the
portable sanctuary used by
the Israelites during their
journey from Egypt to Canaan.
God told Moses that the
Israelites were to bring him
gifts of any kind in that
sanctuary, as long as they
came from the heart.
Hopefully, those tiles will
Ema Oliveira
symbolise those gifts.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH AT KEHILLAH

צדק צדק תרדוף

TZEDEK, TZEDEK TIRDOF
JUSTICE, JUSTICE SHALL YE PURSUE
It has never felt important to me to lay claim
that my community is the most diverse in the
UK. Whether it is or not is moot; just the fact
that we are a wonderful mix of Jews (and
their partners/friends) with many
backgrounds, identities and lifestyles is
enough. How our community has grown into
this reflects the overall ethos of the people
who make up Kehillah North London (KNL).

roots of racism that flutter falsely around
Judaism. Parashat Noach, was in the
calendar for this week during Black History
Month so it was a good opportunity to explore
this portion. It contains a few verses that
have been incorrectly used to argue that
Black Africans are a lower class of humans
and should be subjugated. I unpacked this
historic untruth for what it is, an attempt to pit
peoples against each other, and how it is a
central foundation stone for white supremacy.

Nevertheless, it was important that Kehillah
formed a racial justice group during the
summer of 2020 to further express our
attitude to social justice and make an active
contribution to challenging inequity.

Black History Month at KNL was an important
move by the racial justice group to show our
commitment to unlearn, dismantle and
ultimately end racism as a community. During
the Racial Justice Shabbat service, we said
Kaddish for all the victims of racism.

The racial justice group wanted to celebrate
Black History Month 2020, so a series of
events were put on. Our Kabbalat Shabbat
service on Friday 30th October was a first in
the UK – we arranged a wholly Black-led
service and we are rightly proud of this
innovation. We called it #BlackShabbat and
had contributions from eight amazing service
leaders, all non-white Jews, including
Ethiopian Jews in Scotland and participants
as far afield as Hull, London, Sheffield and
even the USA. It was truly international and
interregional and KNL were honoured to be
joined by other progressive communities
across the UK.

We finished the service with Adon Olam
using my own arrangement of the melody
from Bob Marley’s Redemption Song - let’s
just say, I need to practise it a little more!
We talked about Blackness for the whole
month at KNL and have carried on that
conversation. Within the wider Jewish
community it has been
warming to see
Black History
Month embraced
with vigour. Kol
HaKavod, all the
honour to us all.

The following week, we held a Racial Justice
Shabbat morning service. A number of
special prayers were introduced into the
service and I prepared a Drash (sermon)
which explored some of the darker historical

Michael Lomotey, Ba’al Tefillah
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BECOMING A PRAYER LEADER
Eighteen months ago, in applying for Liberal Judaism’s Ba’alei
Tefillah prayer leaders’ course, I wrote:

The role of the Ba’alat Tefillah is to take
responsibility for the conduct of a service so
it can be ritually appropriate and Jewishly
meaningful. This includes activities such as
welcoming people, explaining what is
happening, leading the reading and singing.
Beyond that, it is also about setting the tone
for the service, creating a sense of inclusivity
and respect, responding to what is
happening, enabling people to participate,
observe, listen and learn.
Looking back now, I can’t quite believe I had
so much to say!

but still extremely useful. Especially for
Kehillah, as we are planning on doing hybrid
services from now on.

The course consists primarily of guided
individual study and reflection, as well as
group work with the other participants and
tutors. We started out with 16 participants
from Liberal communities in England,
Scotland, Belgium and Sweden. Robert and I
represented Kehillah. We learned about the
prayers and rituals, reflected on their
meanings and gained practical leading
experience.

Our last learning session is in March just
before Pesach. From my perspective now at
the end of the course, how would I answer
the question about the role of the Ba’alat
Tefillah?

Our first meeting in March 2020 was the only
one we had in person. Like everything else in
the pandemic, we ended up doing the rest on
Zoom. In some ways, the participants missed
out on forming a cohesive group in the way
we would have done if we had been meeting
in person. In addition to the usual curriculum
about liturgy, service choreography and
divrei Torah, we had to get to grips with
leading on Zoom, singing solo and working
with a camera. Not what we signed up for,
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I would include all the same ideas, but put
the emphasis on inclusivity and respect,
setting the tone and enabling people to
participate. As with so many things in our
community, relationships are central to what
we do.
To mark the completion of our course, Robert
and I will be co-leading the Shabbat morning
service on 17th April. I hope many of you will
be able to join us to celebrate, whether in
person or online.

Liz Reiner
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A TRANSCONTINENTAL
BAT MITZVAH
My daughter Kezia’s batmitvah is a story I struggle to tell because of its extraordinary
context: a dramatic exodus across a world paralysed by plague. History is not smooth
but a series of ponds interspersed by rapids, and to be in the rapids is to be spun till you
are vertiginous. You reach for the familiar but it is gone.
Originally scheduled for June 2020, the musicians and hall were hired, the guests invited, the
portion set. But Covid overtook us and life stalled.
Through spring and summer, all rhythm was lost
but Kezia continued to study once a week online,
with her bat mitzvah teacher Lev: a small line of
continuity in our fractured lives. She learnt to leyn,
and wrote her dvar torah. More than that, she
started to see who she might become, and we, as
parents, watched our daughter begin to grow into
a young woman.
At the same time, we were truly in the rapids,
navigating a long-considered family emigration to
New Zealand in the middle of a global pandemic.
We had to arrive before my 56th birthday in
October for immigration reasons. Little did we
know that Covid would add such drama to our
decision. Our life became like an action film where
the hero races through a series of closing doors to
reach her goal. All that had been easy became all
but impossible. Visas once available on demand
were now a rare catch and flights once just a click
away dried up before our eyes like a mirage. In
early August, we were finally granted permission
to enter New Zealand but on condition I arrive that
very month. There was no time to argue with
bureaucracy, especially one immersed in a Covid
delirium. So Kezia’s older sister Miriam and I would go ahead into the great unknown leaving
my partner Aeron and two lockdown-addled adolescents to pack up the house, rent it out, deal
with the movers (a slack-jawed gang of smiling unreliables), have a bat mitzvah, and then
catch a plane, all without Covid tripping them up. The odds were stacked against us.
In late July, Leah had bravely offered us a date just before Yom Kippur. It was the only
opportunity after Covid rules briefly eased and before we had to leave. It seemed most unlikely
that we could pull it all off and I felt nauseous with uncertainty as I boarded a flight in late
August with Miriam. We were almost sent home from Heathrow due to an irregularity in our
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booking. I was starting to feel what it might be like to be a real refugee, just a smidgin of their
fear and dislocation, and from the back of my gums came a metallic taste that was to linger for
months. We were leaving almost everything we knew and the people we loved. A house full of
memories, neighbours we trusted, a city that was in us to the bone, and the continent of our
ancestors. Miriam and I fastened our safety belts and flew over that continent and on through
Asia. Consolingly, I remembered those Sephardic ancestors of mine who trailed across Persia
to India and then on to Burma. I remembered a shard of an ecstatic dream shortly before my
father died, in which we agreed to meet for breakfast in Rangoon: a city I long to visit, and
and where a palatial house still stands, as far as I know, that my great grandparents built.
In New Zealand, we were transported to an
immaculate hotel room on the 16th floor where for
the next fortnight Miriam sank into a state of
extreme anxiety whilst I jogged endlessly round a
tiny yard and planned the first details of our New
Zealand life and the final details of Kezia’s bat
mitzvah. And so it happened three weeks later: 30
masked, cleansed and socially-distanced guests
came. The musicians came: Lev and Rabbi Leah
came: Joanna Casson came, having helped with
the set up, and Rob and Omar came - all pillars of
wisdom and kindness, surrounding, at a safe
distance, Kezia at the bima. And from the very
furthest corner of the world Miriam and I came too,
on Zoom, sitting up late at night at our friends’
kitchen table, watching on a lap top in proud
amazement as Kezia recited and the Zoom guests
chatted like women in the gallery.
Six days later Aeron, Kezia and Hannah boarded
their flight, and I still cannot explain how Hannah
with a streaming cold passed through
unchallenged at every Covid check point.
Six months on, we are still landing in many ways.
But we have a home looking out to mountains,
Hannah has gone to university and Kez has a
violin teacher and two fluffy bunnies.
I will always remember Kezia’s bat mitzvah as an island of love and
humanity in a time of rupture. Ironically this wonderful community that
had supported us at the most difficult of times was one we were
leaving. Yet, even as I write this, I remind myself that we have not left,
only travelled.

Anne Solomon
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A FRESH TAKE ON LEARNING
When I was a child, I would
fidget in my seat at Sunday
school, raring to argue
with my teachers. I didn’t
agree with their
interpretations of the stories
they told even then, and I was interested in
hashing it out, even when they threw their
hands up exasperatedly and told me that’s
just how things were supposed to be.

inform my own is really rewarding and a lot of
fun.

Now, I have the privilege of studying different
texts in adult education classes, with the help
of Rabbi Leah and my fellow students. I
joined the adult education course as part of
my conversion journey. In fact, the day of my
initial meeting with Rabbi Leah was the first
class of the current session. I still can’t
believe my luck.
Every class is bursting with learning and
perspectives from all over the world. Hearing
everyone’s interpretations in chevruta
(partnership study) and allowing them to

While I thought my favourite part would be
relearning stories I already knew from a
radically different perspective, it’s the
Talmudic learning that catches my attention.
The stories in the Talmud are entirely new to
me, and being someone who learns best
through storytelling, it really feeds my soul.
Even the stories that are a bit denser or
difficult to understand are interesting, though
that may be due to Rabbi Leah’s knowledge
and the way everything is put into context.
I also deeply appreciate that it never feels as
though a particular viewpoint is being forced
on us. We are presented with information
and allowed to form our own opinions.
I am grateful for the opportunity to study in a
group setting that encourages curiosity,
respectful debate, and genuine learning. The
kid in me is having a blast!

Chel Hylott

TAKING CARE
The Chesed (Kindness) group was set up
during the current Covid period to offer
pastoral support to our members. At our
first meeting Rabbi Aaron Goldstein spoke
about the pastoral support provided to
members at Northwood and Pinner
synagogue, which had already established
a successful pastoral team. After his talk,
we discussed ways in which our Kehillah
Chesed group would be able to operate.

At our next meeting, we watched videos
sent to us by a clinical psychologist
working in a Local Authority Public Health
Department. The videos outlined safe and
effective ways of managing pastoral
support. We decided that Rabbi Leah
would initially contact members over the
age of 80 to chat and find out whether they
would like support from our Chesed group.
After that chat, people were allocated to
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In my experience, prayer does
not give security or the answer to
the problems of the cosmos – at
least it never has for me. But
though it has not changed the
external world to suit my
convenience, it has changed me,
and I am part of that world. It has
not given me security…….but it
has given me courage, and
helped me cope with the next
step ahead

STUDYING
PRAYER

It has often struck me that we do
a fair bit of praying at Kehillah,
but we hardly ever talk about
prayer. Why do we pray? What
is prayer? How do we pray? How
can we develop our spiritual
practice? How can we enrich the
experience of prayer at Kehillah?
Rabbi Lionel Blue
These questions inform the
meandering journey of Kehillah’s
Tefillah group, giving us a space to learn about, reflect on and build our connections around
experiences of prayer and spirituality. To help us learn, we go together to other communities,
and so far we have enjoyed a Yelala Kabbalat Shabbat service, and a Makor Hayim Shabbat
morning service. We are looking forward to experiencing the New North London Hasidut Study
and Meditative Prayer Service in mid-March. Every month we do a bit of study about prayer,
share our reflections on how our prayer and spiritual practices and learning are developing,
and decide where to visit next. The group is open to all, so do drop in and join us.

Claire Helman

different members of our team who have
since kept in touch with them on a regular
basis.
If someone being supported discloses an
issue which would benefit from more
specialist support, the Chesed team member
will, with their permission, refer the matter to
Rabbi Leah who can advise them on a
professional support group, such as JAMI.

Anyone who would like to join our group will
be very welcome. Everyone in the group
feels passionately that pastoral support is an
important part of the ethos of our Kehillah
community.

Our Chesed group will hopefully be able
extend pastoral support to other age groups
in the future.

Marilyn Hall
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Over the past few months, Kehillah’s membership has grown as
we’ve welcomed people from all over the country. Here are some
of their stories.
I’m Ben. My wife,
I’m Martin and I live in Enfield North
Emily, and I recently
London. I joined Kehillah to follow in
moved to Victoria
my parents’ footsteps – belatedly as
Park and joined
I’m 63! They were members for
Kehillah North
many years, including the forerunner
London shortly
to Kehillah - the North London
afterwards. We're 27
Progressive Synagogue in Amhurst Park, Stamford
years old. I’m a lawyer and Emily is an
Hill, where I had my bar mitzvah. My father has now
actor and writer. I love teaching
passed away but my 97-year-old mother is still a
Hebrew to the young people in the
member of Kehillah.
community and Emily is a regular at
Rabbi Leah’s weekly adult education
I’m Chel and I’ve been looking to convert
classes. We’re excited to be part of the growing
since I was 19, but life kept happening at
KNL community and are keen to be involved!
at breakneck speed. Nearly ten
years later, things finally slowed
down enough for me to begin the
I’m Sian, a non-binary person
search for a synagogue that
from South West London. In my
matched my values. A friend
spare time, I’m involved in DIY
music and play in bands and put on events. Although I’m
suggested Kehillah, and the rest is
a key worker and it’s been a busy year, the pandemic
history. I am grateful to have joined
still gave me a chance to reassess my priorities. I started
this community
reconnecting with my Jewish roots and went to some
that shows
Zoom services at various places. I felt most at home at
genuine care and
Kehillah! Rabbi Leah and the other members are lovely,
concern for one
and the adult education is wonderful,
another.
I always look forward to it. I also look
forward to meeting people in real life
in the not-too-distant future!
I’m,Tom, an agnostic near 80-yearold, forcefully aware of the
precarious status of all ethnic
minorities. I recall several ex-Berlin
elders living with us in the 1940s. I spent a year before university in Israel in 1960, followed by 10
years teaching English in Hackney, then at Northwestern University near Chicago. I lived in
Alaska for 10 years and I’ve published several books on Inupiaq culture. I also
write poetry and continue online teaching through the Access programme. My
older daughter Elizabeth works with asylum seekers in Leeds.My younger
daughter Anna is a klezmer violinist. Like me, she is fascinated by the
problematic relationship between the Hebrew and the German in our ancestry.
Unlike Anna, I’m a terrible violinist.

OUR NEW
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